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Abstract
This paper presents KDPOF, a physical layer technology able to provide reliable 1 Gbps communications over low cost Step Index Plastic 
Optical Fiber (SI-POF) to the automobile industry. A general description of KDPOF technology is provided, as a global solution for many 
communication applications over POF. Constraints and simplifications are introduced in order to fulfill with the automotive requirements, as 
flexible cabling topologies and fixed bit-rate. After this, detailed information about link power budget, latency and jitter of simplified KDPOF 
technology for automotive is provided. It is also presented the implementation of a prototype based on KDPOF technology that performs 1 
Gbps error-free communication over 50 m of 1mm standard SI-POF.

Introduction and motivation
Media Oriented System Transport (MOST)  is  used over 
large core SI-POF in mid and high end car models  for info-
tainment functionalities.  Using POF as communication 
media for MOST implementation allows a huge reduction 
of weight as  well as to simplify the installation. SI-POF has 
demonstrated to be the best solution for high speed 
communications  in the car entertainment applications. The 
main qualities of POF based solutions are: robustness, 
immunity against electro-magnetic noise, good tempera-
ture tolerance,  and overall easiness of installation and high 
immunity to vibrations thanks to the high numerical aper-
ture and core diameter.

Nevertheless, today data communications within the 
automobile are achieving new capacity requirements, 
mainly due to the addition of new sensors and the imple-
mentation of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).

New bit-rates requirements
Current MOST installed versions, as MOST-25 and MOST-
50, and the newest specification, MOST-150, are capable 
of providing enough bit-rate capabilities for the infotain-
ment functions like radio, multiple DVD-Players/Screens, 
children games, etc. However,  today new sensors are be-
ing added to the cars in form of cameras and radars,  dis-
plays  to show information to the driver and,  in top of all 
this, ADAS functionalities  managing high amount of data in 
order to aid the driver. 

Examples of these new functionalities are: park assistant, 
rear view, blind spot monitoring, Adaptive Cruise Control 
(ACC), Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB), signal recog-
nition, cooperative systems (V2V and V2I), etc.

The most demanding functionalities  in terms of communi-
cation bit-rates are the video related ones, where cameras 
send all the video information from their locations to either 
displays or ADAS sub-systems. In addition to high capacity 
communications  these systems have as requirement very 
low latencies: less than 1 ms for user related sensors,  and  
around 1 μs for automatic sensors. 

Normal video distribution within the car,  like from the DVD-
Player to the Entertainment Screens, requires bit-rates 
between 1 and 7 Mbps, depending on the resolution and 
the video compression algorithm. For this kind of applica-
tions MOST-150 is far enough. However, when cameras 
are employed, as in the implementation of new sensors, 
the video compression is not allowed in many cases due to 
the very low latency required. Therefore, the needed bit-
rates become incredibly high. 

Let us do some estimation: for a video stream with VGA 
resolution, 25 fps and color display, the required bit-rate is 
640x480 pixels  x 8  bits/color x 3  colors x 25 frames per 
second = 184 Mbps. If we consider 3  video cameras, the 
required bit-rate is around 1/2 Gbps.

One solution to this required huge amount of bit rate may 
be the use of one to one cable between each camera and 
display, but this means going against the current direction 
of integration and simplification in the cars cabling.

Available gigabit technologies 
Still POF is the best option for providing the required 
gigabit links in the car.  As explained before, POF is the 
right and optimum choice as car communication system.

Some options has been draft over power l ine 
communications, but the maturity, stability and robustness, 
as  well as the available bit rate is far away of the 
automotive required levels.

Coming back to POF, there are new POF technologies like 
Graded Index (GI)-POF with more bandwidth and attenua-
tion, but with better possibilities for high speed 
communications. However, GI-POF technology is still  not 
mature compared with the current SI-POF, it is more ex-
pensive,  and it has not yet been tested and approved for 
the automotive industry.

Keeping SI-POF will be then the preferable choice for the 
deployment of a gigabit car network.

There are some experiments of gigabit communications 
over the SI-POF fiber. These experiments use current glass 
fiber communication silicon aided by the usage of lasers. 
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these techniques are between 10 and 20 m, for fiber nu-
merical apertures between 0.5 and 0.3, respectively. It is 
envisaged to be much less in a real car environment with 
many bends and a fast installation. 

On the other hand, the usage of lasers in cars will bring 
many temperature stability issues, as  well as a price in-
crease. The automotive industry has to test and prove that 
lasers are stable enough for these critical functions.

Thinking on that,  the reuse of current stable, robust, and 
proven LED technology should be the preferable choice. 
But when using current MOST-150 optoelectronic devices 
in a gigabit solution,  the maximum length of the fiber will be 
a few meters, and probably less than one meter under 
bending conditions.

A new solution is required in the industry to fill this gap.

State of the art
Current POF solutions use simple Non Return Zero (NRZ)  
modulation to communicate. This is the modulation tech-
nique implemented either in home network, industrial or 
car infotainment applications (MOST over POF). NRZ 
modulation has been used for years in the Glass Optical 
Fiber (GOF) world with big success. 

GOF can be considered as  an almost perfect transmission 
media due to its low distortion, high bandwidth and very 
low attenuation. However, POF has a frequency and time 
response much different than glass fiber, besides a high 
attenuation. Current glass  fiber modulations use NRZ 8b/
10b or NRZI 4b/5b line coding, requiring a baud rate of 
1.25 GHz and 125 MHz, for 1Gbps and 100 Mbps solu-
tions, respectively. Looking to the POF frequency response 
we realize that even 100 or 150 Mbps  are possible with 
good link budget indeed with direct detection by using a 
limiting amplifier, but the 1 Gbps solution is not possible 
without a more advanced modulation system.

Following figure shows the variation of POF bandwidth 
(black)  in function of the fiber length, as well as the 
bandwidth-length product (red), where the fiber is a Std SI-
POF with NA 0.5 (model Mitsubishi Eska GH4001), and the 
light source is  a RCLED with launching condition FWHM 
NA of 0.31, wavelength peak of 658  nm and a FWHM 
wavelength width of 21 nm. 

As can be seen a good  flat response for the required 1.25 
GHz baud rate in only possible in the very first meters.  For 
laser light source the bandwidth in function of length at the 
fiber output is  very similar. Therefore the bandwidth bottle-
neck is produced by POF independently of how fast is the 
light source, because the limiting factor is  the modal dis-
persion by the mode coupling in the fiber.

Chasing the Shannon limit of POF
KDPOF innovates in the methodology for POF communi-
cation systems design, applying the most powerful crite-

rion: to approach the Shannon capacity limit as much as 
possible through the use of tools belonging to the Informa-
tion Theory. 
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RCLED @ T = 25 ºCInformation Theory gives answers to several important 
questions like, what elements (i.e. optoelectronics, fiber, 
amplifiers, etc.)  compose the POF communication chan-
nel?, where is the capacity (Shannon limit)  for this  commu-
nication channel?  how can we calculate the capacity?  or, 
what are the most suitable telecom techniques  to minimize 
the gap to capacity?

Usually the transceivers for optical fibers  are designed ac-
cording to the optimization of the eye-diagram, searching 
for a tradeoff between bandwidth and Signal-to-Noise Ra-
tio (SNR). In order to achieve higher data-rates,  current 
developments of POF communication systems consider 
the optimization of digital  modulation, light emitters, pho-
todiodes and analogue circuits as  isolated problems. This 
produces as result over-engineered solutions for each 
problem with excessive costs and without achieving the 
main goal: to approach the capacity. Or, in other words, to 
provide 1 Gbps with the highest link budget in order to 
maximize the market success in any application.

On the other hand,  KDPOF introduces a novel criterion in 
POF systems design, optimizing in a coupled manner the 
digital circuit and the analogue transceiver. This  is carried 
out by accurate models, which are verified in laboratory, 
and advanced numerical algorithms that maximize the 
capacity (i.e. entropy) from the point of view of the Informa-
tion Theory.

KDPOF technology
KDPOF proposes the use of advanced telecommunication 
techniques in the POF media. These techniques are widely  
used in cable and wireless communication systems. They 
are proven due to the fact they are used in standards  like 
10G base-T or WiFi.

KDPOF takes a look to the POF media no as a perfect 
glass fiber communication system where simple NRZ gives 
a good tradeoff between performance and cost, but as a 
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lsystem closer to the copper cable or air,  where the com-

munication channels are much more complex.

KDPOF technology defines  four parts of the communica-
tion system physical layer:

Modulation
KDPOF implements multiple level Pulse Amplitude Modula-
tion (PAM) technique. The number of levels is defined by 
the bandwidth, the required bit rate and the coding. Deep 
studies carried out on link power budget maximization and 
presented later show that there exist optimum values for 
the number of levels and the signal bandwidth in order to 
provide a robust 1 Gbps. These values  have a very small 
dependency on the launching mode distribution,  wave-
length width and the fiber length. We show in this paper 
that 16-PAM and bandwidth of ~150 MHz are the best 
choices  to provide 1 Gbps with the maximum link power 
budget.

Therefore,  we are talking about a high spectral efficiency 
communication system is  needed in order to maximize the 
link power budget of cabling installation within the auto-
mobile. This represents a very important requirement for 
the equalization and the channel coding that have been 
designed accordingly. 

Equalization 
KDPOF technology uses an advanced channel and noise 
equalization system allowing the accurate channel and 
noise estimation and compensation. This  part optimally 
cancels the distortion created by the fiber and the optoe-
lectronic devices  as LED, photodiode and trans-
impedance amplifier.  Linear and non-linear components of 
the channel response are compensated.

In order to understand well the link power budget provided 
by KDPOF technology and the optimality of the design, the 
following section gives  a detailed vision of the equalization 
problem in POF.  

Non-linear channel equalization
Considering all the elements that affect to the transmit 
signal, as current driver,  LED, POF itself and photodiode 
and trans-impedance amplifier (TIA), POF, as communica-
tion channel must be considered as non-linear.  The main 
source of non-linearity is the P-I characteristic of the LED.

Several equalization techniques have been engineered  by 
KDPOF attending to both optimality principles from the 
Information Theory point of view, and practical implemen-
tation and cost constraints of the final silicon. 

Based on Volterra models,  obtained from laboratory meas-
urements and mathematical analysis, KDPOF technology 
gets the complete separation of both linear and  non-linear 
equalization problems  of the POF communication channel. 
This achievement brings to us two main consequences:

• The link power budget maximization can be performed 
using well known Information Theory for linear channels.

• The equalization for the linear part of the channel can be 
designed independently of the non-linear one, giving a 
great flexibility to adapt the same technology to different 
physical cabling topologies. 

Based on this separation technique, a Linearizer (which is a 
non-linear filtering structure) is completely implemented by 
the receiver, providing a far enough linear channel where 
known techniques as Feedforward Equalization or Decision 
Feedback Equalization could be applied. 

Depending on the required PAM level, the complexity of 
this Linearizer can be increased in order to provide a finer 
linearized channel. Therefore, KDPOF technology is able to 
find a good tradeoff between performance and cost, mini-
mizing the complexity of the non-linear compensation ac-
cording to the maximum PAM level required, hence the 
minimum required SNR  for a target Bit Error Ratio (BER). It 
is  important to note that the Linearizer does not have as 
hypothesis any special case of non-linearity as could be 
Hammerstein, Wiener, combination of both, etc. This 
makes easier to connect the final KDPOF silicon to a wider 
range of optoelectronic devices, where non-linearities  can 
be produced at different parts  as  LED (by physical nature), 
current driver and Photo-Diode. 

Linear channel equalization
Once the non-linearity is compensated, we must think on 
which is the optimum technique for the left linear part.  This 
will be discussed in detail later, concluding that the best 
choice is Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP). This  non-
linear equalization technique results  optimum from the ca-
pacity and implementation points of view when it  is  applied 
to high spectrally efficient linear channels. In fact, THP in 
such cases approaches the performance of the ideal (non 
error propagation)  DFE, that is, it obtains in the detector 
the effective SNR of the channel, providing a canonic 
equalization for capacity achieving and easy to be com-
bined with any kind of channel correcting code.  

THP involves moving the Feedback Filter (FBF) of the DFE 
structure to the transmitter, combining it with a modulo 
operator in order to reduce the post-cursor ISI compen-
sated symbols to the Voronoi region of the employed M-
PAM constellation. The Feedforward Filter (FFF) remains in 
the receiver to compensate the cursor and pre-cursor ISI 
and to whiten the noise. After this, a modulo operator, 
analogous to that working in the transmitter, is  needed to 
recover the original transmitted symbols.

Using modulo operator is  a very smart idea that allows to 
avoid the error propagation occurring in the real implemen-
tations  of the DFE, because the fed back symbols in FBF 
are well known by the transmitter instead to be an esti-
mate,  as  it is in the DFE. However, modulo operator inher-
ently produces different kinds of capacity losses,  that must 
be analyzed  from the POF communication channel point 
of view.

THP equalization presents four inherent capacity losses:
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in transmitter, convert a discrete uniform distribution of 
symbols  (i.e. M-PAM) into a continuous  uniform 
distribution that extends to the full Voronoi region of the 
original constellation. This would produce an increase of 
transmit signal energy, which has to be compensated by 
the transmitter in order to inject the same power 
average. Therefore, this energy increase is seen as SNR 
loss in the receiver which is called precoding loss. For 2-
PAM it is ~1.25 dB. For larger constellations it quickly 
decreases to zero.

• Crest factor loss: other effect of the translation 
performed by THP from the original M-PAM discrete 
constellation to the continuous  Voronoi region is the 
crest factor increase. In fact,  a TH precoded signal has a 
constant crest factor of ~4.77 dB, while the crest factor 
of the input M-PAM depends on M, varying from 0 dB 
for 2-PAM to asymptotically ~4.77 dB  for arbitrary high 
M. The input to output difference is the crest factor loss, 
which translates in performance loss since POF, as it will 
be explained, is a peak power limited communication 
channel.

• Modulo loss: this performance loss  is due to the noise 
aliasing produced in the receiver by the modulo 
reduction. This can be significant for very low spectral 
efficiencies. It can be considered negligible for the 
application presented in this paper.

• Shaping loss: in general, the direct application of 
modulo operator in transmitter destroys any attempt to 
obtain an almost Gaussian source to achieve the 
Shannon limit of channel, because the resultant 
distribution is uniform. This is called shaping loss, and it 
can be calculated as ~1.53  dB. We are going to see that 
this loss does not apply to POF channels.

Following figure shows the performance loss caused by 
the transmission with THP, as the addition of crest factor 
loss and precoding loss in function of the PAM levels as 
k=log2(M). As reference, in blue is depicted the loss due to 
the increasing crest factor of a M-PAM signal that is  com-
pletely equalized by the receiver (i.e.  DFE, FFE).  For 2-PAM 
there is not loss, since the crest factor for this modulation 
is  0 dB. On the other hand, in red is depicted the transmis-
sion loss for THP, which tends to be the same that for M-
PAM for M very high. The black dashed line shows the 
advantage of M-PAM respect to THP in function of M. Be-
cause the crest factor for THP is  constant and equal to 
~4.77 dB  for all  M, it can be seen as  the extra loss due to 
precoding is the smallest part and it is negligible for M ≥ 4.

Capacity of the linearized POF channel
POF is a peak power limited communication channel,  be-
cause the communication is based on intensity modulation 
with direct detection (IMDD) and the optical transmit signal 
is  subject to the non-negativity constraint. It is clearly dif-
ferent to copper cable or wireless, where transmit signal is 
constrained to fulfill an specified PSD or average power.

This  characteristic moves strongly the criteria to achieve 
the Shannon limit  of channel as well as the limit itself.  As 

can be observed, a Gaussian source (infinite crest factor)  is 
not longer optimum, because under peak power constraint 
causes a drastic reduction of power injected to channel 
(zero in the infinite). Therefore, constellation shaping tech-
niques are not longer suitable for achieving the channel 
capacity.  Another point of view is: if we measure the SNR 
in channel, the capacity predicted by the Shannon’s for-
mula cannot be achieved, because the source cannot be 
shaped Gaussian without a huge reduction of SNR itself, 
so the true limit for the POF channel must be different, and 
it must be smaller in terms of bit-rate (greater in terms  of 
SNR for a fixed bit-rate). In fact, in terms of SNR, it corre-
sponds with the Shaping limit (also known as Sphere 
bound),  ~1.53 dB more than the ultimate Shannon limit.
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All these and previous considerations are taken into ac-
count in the link power budget maximization that will be 
presented later. We are going to conclude that THP is the 
best equalization choice for POF compared with DFE or 
FFE, despite the precoding and crest-factor losses.  THP is 
implemented by KDPOF technology.

Equalization and cabling topologies
THP has a small implementation drawback that in some 
applications can be difficult to overcome. THP needs of 
return channel in order to adapt the FBF operating in the 
transmitter according with the current channel response. 
Despite this,  restricting the analysis to the POF 
communications, THP is suitable for almost all the cabling 
topologies as:

• Star topology: where each node is connected to the 
network through a packet switch by means of duplex 
POF; this topology is  suitable for cameras connection 
employed in active rear view, park assistance, etc.

• Daisy chain topology: some nodes are equipped with 
packets switching capability in their Network Interface 
Controller (NIC)  with more than one POF interface. The 
node is connected to the network and it is  a bridge 
between the different network domains  to which it is 
connected.
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topology, where some nodes have more than two POF 
interfaces. Daisy chain as well as tree topologies are well 
suited for any kind of video based sensor applications as 
well as multimedia distribution along the car.

Thinking on the current automotive applications  based on 
MOST, we have a physical ring over simplex POF as ca-
bling topology. This  topology has  proved to be a good 
choice for infotainment systems. However, it is not the 
optimum one for sensor applications where several nodes 
are serially connected or all of them are connected to a 
central unit (i.e. active rear view).  For physical ring, it can 
be very difficult to implement the return channel for each 
pair of nodes along the common ring, mainly when the 
number of nodes is high. For this scenario, where THP is 
not well suited to be implemented, KDPOF technology 
includes  Feedforward Equalization (FFE), disabling the 
feedback part of the transmitter.

It is  important to realize that MOST follows a logic ring to-
pology, being compatible with any physical cabling as 
daisy chain,  star or tree, although ring over simplex POF is 
a common practice.

When physical ring topology is a requirement, FFE is pre-
ferred to DFE for high spectrally efficient M-PAM, despite 
the performance loss  due to noise enhancement. The main 
reason to discard DFE is  the error propagation in FBF, 
highly probable with a high spectrally efficient channel cod-
ing sub-system operating close to the Shannon limit, as 
that implemented in KDPOF technology. Furthermore, the 
error propagation in the DFE feedback produces  a failures 
distribution in form of bursts, which highly degrades the 
quality of any service encapsulated in the physical layer.

Several techniques have been engineered by KDPOF in 
order to compensate the error propagation caused by the 
DFE, as MLSE-DFE, Interleaving and Erasure Channel Cor-
recting Codes. All of them increase very much the latency 
and  complexity,  only achieving partial compensation, so 
that limiting the applicability in the automotive environment. 

Channel coding
This  is  a challenging part of the communication system. 
Current state of the art coding, as  LDPC and Turbo-
Codes,  are very expensive in terms of silicon area and 
power consumption when managing a bit rate of 1 Gbps. 
KDPOF technology implements a low power Multi-Level 
Coset Code (MLCC) which minimizes the silicon area and 
power while keeping very good error correction perform-
ance operating close to the Shannon limit.

It is  based on well known algebraic coding as component 
codes, ensuring the absence of error floor, so that enabling 
the operation of the system with arbitrarily low BER.

The  MLCC is composed by three levels  working with two 
dimension lattices (Z2 and RZ2), which are independently 
and successively decoded by the receiver following a 
Multi-Stage Decoding (MSD) architecture. The first level is 
in charged to split the complete 2D constellation in the 4 

cosets with minimum constellation distance. The noise 
variance regarding to constellation volume is maximum 
-minimum Volume-to-Noise Ratio (VNR)- in this  first level, 
so that the correction capacity of the corresponding com-
ponent code must be the highest of the three levels. Based 
on the first level decoding, the system splits the left con-
stellation in other 4 cosets. The VNR has been increased 6 
dB  so that the component code of the second level can be 
much lighter to achieve the same BER. Finally the third 
level is hard decoded with a slicer working with 12 dB 
more VNR respect to the first level. The MLCC encoder as 
well as the MSD are well suited to be implemented in 
hardware, because all the required operations can be de-
scribed in modulo 2 algebra.

All the component codes work at symbol rate and almost 
all the information bits are transported by the third level 
which remains  uncoded. This allows both a high computa-
tional complexity saving and to reduce the length of codes 
to approach the channel capacity compared with other 
techniques like Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM), 
where the binary code has to cope with all the information 
bit-rate (1 Gbps).

Other very important characteristic of the KDPOF MLCC 
structure is that its  performance in terms of Shannon gap, 
or coding gain respect to an uncoded scheme, for a target 
error rate almost does not depend on the spectral effi-
ciency. In terms of SER the Shannon gap remains constant 
with the spectral efficiency. In terms of BER, is almost con-
stant, presenting a smooth improvement for high spectral 
efficiencies, as can be seen in following figure for a target 
BER = 10-12.
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The gap shown in figure is  measured as  usual,  to the ulti-
mate Shannon bound, which for POF (peak power limited 
channel) does not correspond with the true bound. As it 
was explained the true gap is ~1.53 dB less.

The almost constant gap behavior enables for a very effi-
cient,  predictable and well distributed bit-rate adaptation in 
function of the effective SNR present in channel.  Although 
adaptive bit-rate is  not a required feature for automotive 
applications, the independency of channel coding per-
formance is a desirable feature in order to maximize the 
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coding techniques as BICM degrades their performance as 
the spectral efficiency is increased.  

Following figure shows the error rate performance of 
KDPOF multi-level coset code. Since the code is designed 
for high spectral efficiency, we used for plotting the normal-
ized SNR (SNRnorm in x axis)  that is the difference in deci-
bels  between the SNR  actually used and the Shannon limit 
on SNR, given a spectral efficiency. For any reliable coding 
scheme the SNRnorm > 1 and the ultimate Shannon limit on 
SNRnorm is  1 (0 dB),  independent of spectral efficiency. This 
is  plotted with a vertical blue line. The Sphere bound (true 
limit for POF) is also plotted with a vertical line in magenta.
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The black curve shows the SER corresponding to a un-
coded scheme with equal spectral efficiency; this curve is 
theoretically calculated. The red crossed line shows  the 
SER at the KDPOF decoder output and the green one the 
corresponding measured BER for a spectral efficiency of 
~4.3  bits/symbol. Data have been captured up to BER  < 
10-8.  Since the component codes are algebraic, error floors 
are discarded and the performance can be easily extrapo-
lated based on theoretic predictions.

Frame building
The encapsulation of the higher layers information in the 
physical  layer requires a flexible and efficient frame build-
ing,  with preambles of correct size for synchronization and 
equalization, headers for announcing the basic physical 
layer parameters,  and to encapsulate higher layers data, as 
well as a required CRC to guarantee packet integrity.

The physical layer preamble contains special training se-
quences that allows to carry out several adaptive algo-
rithms at the receiver in an efficient manner. The main tasks 
are the symbol synchronization,  timing recovery (sampling 
frequency and phase)  and linear and non-linear channel 
equalization.

The header is modulated and equalized independently of 
the data payload,  providing a slower but very robust chan-
nel for adaptation and capabilities negotiation between 
both sides of communication.  

Link power budget maximization
Deep studies has been carried out in order to find the 
communication techniques that lead to the link budget 
maximization. State of the art of optoelectronic devices 
currently available in the market has been considered, 
since the KDPOF objective is  to make possible 1 Gbps 
silicon over low cost SI-POF without requiring the devel-
opment of new photonics.

Comparing several schemes
Several modulation,  coding and equalization techniques 
have been evaluated together with the KDPOF proposal for 
comparison, searching in all of them the optimum baud-
rate and level to optimize the link budget. On the one 
hand,  binary coded M-PAM is considered using Minimum 
Mean Square Error (MMSE) FFE or DFE in the receiver 
side. These schemes are simple and easy to understand.  

Algebraic coding Reed-Solomon (RS)  with high code-rate 
~0.92 is considered. RS code has reasonable implementa-
tion cost,  taking into account that it must process all the 
data bit-rate.  Furthermore, high code-rate is considered 
because the performance degradation for high spectral 
efficiencies in terms of Shannon gap is  higher the lower is 
the code-rate. Following figure shows the strong depend-
ency of the gap for this coded modulation scheme in func-
tion of the PAM level M; in figure k=log2(M). 
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As can be seen the performance is  worse as more PAM 
levels are used, since the Shannon gap grows. One can 
think to reduce the code-rate of the RS code in order to 
improve the performance; this  causes two effects: the gap 
for 2-PAM decreases a few, which is good, however the 
slope would be quite greater, so increasing the loss with M.

On the other hand,  we have complete KDPOF solution 
based on multi-level coset coded M-PAM and non-linear 
Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP). DMT and OFDM 
techniques were studied and discarded in the past so they 
are not considered. The main argument was that POF is  a 
peak power limited non-linear communication channel and 
this kind of modulations have a huge crest-factor, reducing 
a lot the Optical  Modulation Amplitude (OMA) injected to 
the fiber. 
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lNext figure shows the link power budget results  (dBo) for 1 

Gbps over 50 m of SI-POF (Eska GH4001)  in function of 
the baud rate (MHz).
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Ref. 0 dBo
MMSE−FFE−RS: LED 50.00 MHz
MMSE−FFE−RS: LED 100.00 MHz
MMSE−FFE−RS: LED 350.00 MHz
MMSE−DFE−RS: LED 50.00 MHz
MMSE−DFE−RS: LED 100.00 MHz
MMSE−DFE−RS: LED 350.00 MHz
MMSE−THP−KDPOF: LED 50.00 MHz
MMSE−THP−KDPOF: LED 100.00 MHz
MMSE−THP−KDPOF: LED 350.00 MHz

The average power injected to POF is -3  dBm with OMA 
equal to 0 dBm, by a LED with launching (Uniform Mode 
Distribution) UMD NA 0.3, wavelength peak of 650 nm and 
wavelength width of 30 nm. Link budget, given in optical 
dB, includes the entire optical link attenuation. Regarding 
to the optoelectronic device at the receiver,  an integrated 
PD-TIA is considered. Following characteristics are 
achieved by products currently available in the market.

The responsitivity is R  = 0.5 A/W at 650 nm and the tran-
simpedance is adjustable in order to optimize the noise-
bandwidth tradeoff in function of the baud-rate and modu-
lation level. Therefore, the digital and analog parts are 
jointly configured in order to obtain the best. Next table 
contains the characteristics for the PD-TIA circuit: band-
width, input referred Noise Equivalent Power (NEP)  at DC 
and cut-off frequency where noise is  enhanced as 1st order 
high-pass by TIA feedback; all of them in function of tran-
simpedance. The transfer function is a 2nd order low-pass 
filter.

Rf (kOhm) frx -3dB (MHz) NEP (pA/srHz) fn +3dB (MHz)

54 48 1,6 41

28 100 2,2 91

14 200 3,2 140

9 313 3,5 161

7 383 3,7 170

5 633 4,1 190

3,8 824 4,8 220

2,5 950 7,3 350

As can be seen, the curves are given by discrete points, 
corresponding each one to a realistic working point for 
each proposal.  Realistic performance is obtained by sto-

chastic simulations for each technique that is shown; for 
example, performance losses in DFE by error burst propa-
gations and precoding loss in THP are taken in considera-
tion. Three different bandwidths for the LED are evaluated: 
50 (blue), 100 (green) and 350 MHz (red), so taking into 
account from the lowest to the highest cost current drivers 
and LED in the market. 

Reed-Solomon coded M-PAM (RS-PAM) with MMSE-FFE 
results are depicted with crosses, increasing from right to 
left side of the plot the PAM level in 1 bit basis. So, the 
most right point corresponds to 2-PAM, which is similar to 
NRZ,  but with binary coding and equalization. As can be 
seen,  the optimum baud-rate for this  proposal depends on 
the LED bandwidth. For 50 and 100 MHz the optimum is 
near to 300 MHz with 16-PAM, and for 350 MHz is near to 
400 MHz with 8-PAM.

In the same way RS-PAM with MMSE-DFE is  depicted with 
triangles. The optimum is  from 16-PAM, for 50 MHz LED, 
to 8-PAM for more than 100 MHz bandwidth.  It is impor-
tant to realize the DFE performance loss respect to FFE 
when PAM level is  increased due to the burst errors propa-
gation.

Finally,  KDPOF performance is  shown. As can be seen,  
the number of discrete points is  twice of the previous pro-
posals, because PAM level is increased from 1 bit in 0.5 
bits basis. This is done based on the MLCC structure that 
works with two dimensional lattices and enables for a more 
accurate bit rate selection. KDPOF technology provides a 
4 dBo (8  electrical dB) advantage, keeping a lower cost 
and power consumption thanks to its smart coding. 
Equalization and coding are the main keys for the advan-
tage achieved by KDPOF. A baud-rate around 300 MHz  
with 16-PAM are the optimum modulation and coding pa-
rameters for link budget maximization.

Therefore,  selection of 312.5 MHz, easily obtained from 
GMII in Ethernet applications,  could be a good option, with 
16-PAM and 3.3 bits/symbol, to provide 1028 Mbps.

Detailed analysis of link budget for automotive 
applications
Once we have shown what is the correct way that leads to 
the link budget maximization,  we analyze in detail how it 
depends on different parameters as  LED launching condi-
tions, wavelength width as well as  fiber cable lengths. We 
are going to consider only LED bandwidth of 75 MHz in 
this analysis, since it  is close to the performance achieved 
by manufacturers with products  in market for MOST-150. It 
is  important to realize that current driver and LED are con-
sidered as an unique black box.

First of all we need to know how much is the weight of 
some parameters as  launching NA and wavelength width 
over basic link characteristics  as attenuation and band-
width. The link budget strongly depends on the attenuation 
and bandwidth.
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lThinking on automotive cabling we distinguish three differ-

ent lengths for each POF link between two interconnected 
nodes: 20, 35 and 50 meters.

Following two figures show the dependency of -3  dB 
bandwidth and attenuation with variations in wavelength 
width and launching NA of the LED for 20 m of POF.  A 
peak wavelength of 650 nm and UMD are considered.
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Following two figures show the bandwidth and attenuation 
behavior for 35 m of POF.
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Finally, following figures shows the same results for 50 m.
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As can be seen, the bandwidth does not depend on the 
source wavelength width.  This is because the chromatic 
dispersion of POF at the considered wavelengths  is negli-
gible. However, the wavelength width has influence in the 
attenuation due to the fact the red spectral window in POF 
is  narrow and for spectrally wider spot there is injected 
optic energy that experiments more attenuation. On the 
other hand we can observe as the bandwidth strongly de-
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lpends on the launching NA due to modal dispersion; the 

attenuation smoothly depends on NA.

Since for our calculation we include the entire optical link 
attenuation inside the link power budget, we only need to 
analyze the influence of the launching NA on the link 
budget.  The true budget will  be obtained later discounting 
the POF link attenuation for each case, so the remaining 
budget will  be the responsible to cope with extra losses 
due to cable bends, PD and LED couplings,  temperature 
dependent LED power margin, etc.

Both proposed equalization techniques, MMSE-THP and 
MMSE-FFE, are analyzed, hence all the cabling topologies 
are taken into account. Bit error ratio less than 10-12 is 
considered.

Next figure shows the link power budget available for 20 m 
of POF for several launching numerical apertures from 0.1 
to 0.5. As  can be observed the FFE is  very much more 
sensitive than THP to bandwidth limitations caused by the 
numerical aperture increase.
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Power budget for 20 meters of POF 

The optimum baud-rate for THP equalization is ~350 MHz 
for NA ≤ 0.3  and ~300 MHz for NA ≥ 0.4. The maximum 
power budget is 21.5 dBo with variation of ~2.4 dBo. 

For FFE the optimum seems to be ~350 MHz for NA ≤ 0.3 
and ~260 MHz for NA ≥ 0.4. The maximum power budget 
is 20.3 dBo with variation of 4.0 dBo.

Next figure shows the link power budget available for 35 m 
of POF. The optimum baud-rate for THP equalization is 
~350 MHz for NA ≤ 0.3  and ~260 MHz for NA ≥ 0.4. The 
maximum power budget is 21.1 dBo with variation of 
~3.75 dBo. 

For FFE the optimum is ~350 MHz for NA ≤ 0.2,  ~260 
MHz for NA = 0.3  and ~210 MHz for NA ≥ 0.4. The maxi-
mum power budget is 19.4 dBo with variation of 6.1 dBo.
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Power budget for 35 meters of POF 

Finally,  next figure shows the link power budget available 
for 50 m of POF. The optimum baud-rate for THP equaliza-
tion is  between ~300 and ~350 MHz any NA. The maxi-
mum power budget is 20.5 dBo with variation of ~4.5 dBo. 

For FFE the optimum is between ~260 and ~300 MHz for 
NA ≤ 0.3; for NA ≥ 0.4 the noise enhancement is too high, 
so the estimation is not numerically stable. Considering 
only NA ≤ 0.3  the maximum power budget is 18.2 dBo 
with variation of 2.7 dBo.
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Power budget for 50 meters of POF 

From this  results we conclude that for THP equalization a 
good tradeoff is a baud-rate of ~300 MHz for lengths ≤ 50 
meters, whilst for FFE is ~260 MHz. The available link 
power budget strongly depends on the launching condi-
tions of the LED, which degrades  when NA is increased, 
specially when FFE is implemented. On the other hand, the 
link attenuation also depends on NA, although for NA ≤ 0.3 
it remains almost constant. The most important factor in 
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before.

The currently available LEDs for MOST have typical values 
of less than 30 nm and ~0.3  for wavelength width and 
numerical aperture,  respectively.  We use them to compute 
the remaining power budget after eliminating the link at-
tenuation for 20,  35 and 50 meters of POF.  Following table 
summarizes the estimated results.

Length (m) THP budget (dBo) FFE budget (dBo)

20 16,8  (8,8) 14,8  (6,8)

35 13,7  (5,7) 11,3  (3,3)

50 10,0  (2,0) 7,0  (-1,0)

Considering the worst case values for temperature de-
pendent LED power margin of 3  dBo, LED and PD cou-
pling losses of 2 dBo each one and LED aging of 1 dBo, 
we calculate the power budget backup for other losses as 
bending, intermediate connectors between nodes, etc. 
The budget backup is represented between brackets in 
table above. We estimate as minimum 5 dBo for this 
backup.

As can be seen, 1 Gbps  is possible to be provided in 
automotive applications with high power budget excess by 
using THP equalization, valid for almost cabling topologies, 
indeed extending the length for each POF stretch to more 
than 35 m, taking into account that in the current MOST 
installations this  is bellow of 20 m. FFE is  able to provide 1 
Gbps over POF cables longer than 20 m.

Latency and jitter
The component codes involved into MLCC structure are 
block codes, so the decoding delay directly depends  on 
the length of the MLCC code-word and the code-rate of 
the first level. Taking into account the lengths of the 
physical  preamble and header and a baud-rate of 312.5 
MHz, the system has a maximum latency of ~21 μs. This 
latency is very much smaller than 1 ms required for multi-
media and user based sensor applications. 

The MLCC code-word length can be reduced as well as 
the physical layer header and preamble, allowing to de-
crease the total latency for time critical automatic sensor 
applications. The consequences of this  latency reduction 
can be seen in two different ways:

• If we want to maintain the target bit-rate, the power 
budget will be reduced, since coding gain and code 
length are opposed terms.

• In order to maintain the power budget the bit-rate is 
reduced a few;  this is  probably the best option for real 
time applications. 

Regarding to the jitter,  it is maintained far less than 1 μs, 
thanks to buffering.

KDPOF prototype
The previously exposed technology has been implemented 
in a first prototype, in order to verify all  the simulation and 
design works carried out. The result has been very suc-
cessful, obtaining a error-free 1 Gbps communication over 
50 m SI-POF.   

The prototype consists of one high performance personal 
computer,  generic high speed AWG and Digitizer,  Analog 
Front Ends (AFE) for the transmitter and the receiver and 
50 m of standard SI-POF. Next figure shows an scheme for  
the KDPOF prototype.
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AWG:
•1 GS/s
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•1.1 GS/s
•12 bits
•170MS

USB 2.0

PCI

Personal Computer

AFE RX AFE TX

Simplex
std SI-POF
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The PC is  in charged to implement the TX and RX tasks as 
modulation, coding,  DSP, equalization, timing-recovery and 
bit-rate adapt. The system is  not real-time, because the 
PC and hardware are not able to manage the required 
computational charge. However, the system manage sepa-
rated frames  that are real-time transmitted to the channel 
providing the target bit-rate. 

The high speed AWG is connected through PCI bus to the 
PC,  working at a fixed sampling rate of 1 GHz and vertical 
resolution of 12 bits. It carries out the tasks of the Digital-
Analog Converter (DAC)  and Zero Order Hold (ZOH).  Be-
cause sampling rate cannot be configured, the PC per-
forms simple ZOH sampling interpolation to adequate the 
system to the required baud-rate. The system works  at 
333.33  Mbaud/s repeating 3  times each TX signal sample, 
preserving the crest factor on the LED. This sampling rate 
is very close to the proposed frequency of 312.5 Mbaud/s.

On the other hand, the digitizer consists of a 12 bits ADC 
and works at 1.1 GHz, so additional multi-rate filtering as 
well as decimal decimation is implemented by PC in order 
to accommodate the signal to the baud rate and perform 
the timing-recovery (clock phase and frequency compen-
sation). In final ASIC this blocks will not be needed be-
cause DAC and ADC will work at baud rate.

The AFE for TX and RX is schematized in next figure.
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current driver,  based on Operational Amplifier, and an ana-
log Firecomms RC-LED. The reception part consists of a 
Hamamatsu S5971 photodiode, a discrete trans-
impedance amplifier based on OPA LMH6624, a TI 
VCA824 based Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA) and a passive  
5th order Butterworth anti-alias filter. The AFE RX also in-
cludes a DC-offset active compensation circuit  in order to 
maximize the dynamic range of ADC. The system achieves 
the complete link state in less  than 10 frames, which rep-
resents less than 7 ms.

The prototype has been evaluated with the previously de-
scribed setup obtaining error free 1 Gbps over 50 m of SI-
POF. However, this result represents  an implementation 
loss for more than 9  dB  (4.5 dBo) regarding to the pre-
dicted results by simulation models. The causes has been 
identified,  being the main ones the excess noise in TIA 
and current driver feeding the LED. They will  be improved 
in future implementations  enabling the evaluation of 
KDPOF prototype with state of art of optoelectronics in 
market.

KDPOF silicon for automotive
KDPOF develops silicon for the POF market. Based on the 
flexibility and features explained along this paper, KDPOF 
proposes its technology as the physical layer for the next 
MOST-1000. Following figure shows how KDPOF technol-
ogy will be embedded into the MOST subsystem. 
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AFE
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PD

Gigabit Phy Layer

MOST1000
INIC

Link Layer

App Layer

Interface with Device: 
radio, video display, 
camera, sensor, ...

1 Gbps

Filter

As it has been explained, KDPOF physical layer is  flexible 
enough to be connected to a link layer capable of operat-
ing in different topologies. The car network may be built as 
a ring, a star, a tree or a mixture of the three.

Since KDPOF defines the physical layer, it is able to be 
implemented encapsulating any upper communication 
layer, in addition to MOST. Therefore, KDPOF can be im-
plemented in any custom or standard application of sens-
ing, control and multimedia inside the car. 

Conclusions
A general description of KDPOF physical layer technology 
has  been provided, including detailed studies about link 
power budget maximization and modulation parameters 
selection.

Suitability of KDPOF to provide 1 Gbps over POF solution 
the automotive industry is also exposed. We show that 
high spectral efficiency modulations, error correcting cod-
ing and advanced non-linear and linear equalizations are 
the key elements. KDPOF technology includes all these 
elements  enabling to approach the Shannon limit of POF 
communication systems with a good tradeoff between 
performance and cost in the final silicon.

A first prototype has proved the suitability of the KDPOF 
physical layer technology for reliable 1 Gbps silicon.
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